2020 TOP MACH DOGS

AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB
FOUNDED 1884
Affenpinscher

CH MACH6 Ferlin's Black Jaguar MXG2 MJG2 CAX DCAT CGCA CGCU ATT

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Jag

OWNED BY: SHARON RAFFERTY/LINDA M FERRIS

HANDELED BY: SHARON RAFFERTY
AGCH MACH11 Connemara's Sense Of Adventure BN RN SH JHR MXC3 PDS MJB4 PJS PADP PJDP MFC TQX MFP T2B5 T2BP2

OWNED BY: DEANNA L CORBOY-LULIK
HANDLED BY: DEANNA CORBOY-LULIK

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Alaskan Malamute

Hatcher

HANDLED BY: LARA MCDONALD
OWNED BY: LARA MCDONALD/MATT MEAD

MACH Mountain Home's Mad Hatcher Of Wild Ones CDX MXB MJB CGC TKI
All American
Dog
Virgil

OWNED BY: RACHEL BILLICK
HANDLED BY: RACHEL BILLICK

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

MACH9 Camp David's On The Verge Of Greatness MXG3 MJC3 MFB2 TQX T2B3 CGC TKA
American Eskimo Dog

Kody

OWNED BY: DENISE SCHNEIDER
HANDLED BY: DENISE SCHNEIDER

MACH38 Sr Extreme Curiosity MXB10 MJB11 MFB TQX T2B4 CGC TKA

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
American Foxhound

Dooley

OWNED BY: AMANDA STIPE/FREDERICK STIPE
HANDLED BY: AMANDA STIPE

MACH3 Mama's Lil' Major Dooley RM3 RAE2 MXG MJC MXF T2B3 SIN SEN SBN TKA

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
American Hairless Terrier

Rip It Up Be Scandalous MX MXJ OF CGCA CGCU TKA

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

American

Hairless Terrier

Scandal

HANDLED BY: JENNIFER MASTERS
OWNED BY: JENNIFER MASTERS
American Staffordshire Terrier

HANDLED BY: SYLVIA KRPAN
OWNED BY: SYLVIA KRPAN/MILAN KRPAN JR.

CH MACH12 B'Dazzled By Delight VCD2 PUTD BN RE TDX MXS4 MJC4 XF T2B2 CA DCAT
American Water Spaniel

Desi

OWNED BY: HEBER R NORCKAUER JR.
HANDLED BY: BUTCH NORCKAUER

MACH3 Coastal Magic Desi CD MXC MJG2 MJP MFS TQX T2B

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Australian Cattle Dog

Gator

HANDLED BY: TIFFANY DORNAN
OWNED BY: TIFFANY DORNAN

MACH Gator Red MXS MJB OF
Australian Shepherd

SOPHIE

OWNED BY: MRS. STEFANI D GANTT
HANDLED BY: STEFANI D GANTT

MACH8 Sophisticated Sioux-Z Wag'N Tail MXG3 MJG3 MFB TQX
Australian Terrier

Jazzy

HANDLED BY: NANCY TIBBETT
OWNED BY: NANCY L. TIBBETT

CH Roachan's Rockin' Block Party BN RN MX MXJ MJB OF CGC TKN

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Barbet

Ellie

HANDLED BY: LYNN PARKER
OWNED BY: LYNN PARKER/STACY ABLE

Ginkgo De Cleo Ellis RN AX AXJ CGC TKN

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Beagle

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Roubaix

OWNED BY: LAURA HIATT
HANDLED BY: LAURA HIATT

GCH CH AGCH MACH15 Matador MGLone Star (Martinez/Galvez) MXC4 PDG MJB5 PJG MFC TQX T2B5 TKI
Bearded Collie

Bing

OWNED BY: LAWRENCE DALAN
HANDLED BY: LARRY DALAN

CH AGCH MACH11 Wigglesworth Pride And Prejudice MXC3 PDC MJB4 PJC NAP NJP MFB2 TQX NFP T2B11
Beauceron

Isis

OWNED BY: JANICE BOURELL-CASEY
HANDLED BY: JANICE BOURELL-CASEY

GCH CH MACH4 Isis Isis Baby Du Chateau Rocher CDX BN RAE MXG PAD MJC PJD MFB TQX T2B4 CA CGCA

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Bedlington Terrier

Valkyrie

OWNED BY: JOANN BURTNESS
HANDLED BY: JOANN BURTNESS

MACH4 Coventina's Moondance; Ride Of The Valkyries RN MXC PAD MJB2
PJD NF T2B JE CA RATS TKI
Belgian Malinois

GCH CH AGCH MACH6 Trisorts Tko Total Knock Out CD RA MXG2 PDS MJC2 PJS MFG TQX T2B8 CGCA CGCU TKA

HANDLED BY: THERESA K. KULB
OWNED BY: THERESA KULB/THOMAS KULB/LISA M KNOCK
Belgian Sheepdog

Diamond

OWNED BY: DENISE PARKER
HANDLED BY: NICI PARKER

MACH2 Dark Diamond De Tizin Tychka RN MXC MJG MFS TQX T2B2

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Belgian Tervuren

Mila

HANDLED BY: KAREN ERZEN
OWNED BY: KAREN ERZEN

MACH17 Mila Of The Home Port MXB5 MJS5 XF
Berger Picard

Chester

MACH5 Crestview Grand Duke Of Chester Gigolo RN MXB3 MJS3 XF T2B CGC TKE

OWNED BY: CHRISTINA POTTER
HANDLED BY: TAYLOR/CHRISTINA POTTER

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Bichon Frise

Niki

OWNED BY: KAY YAMASAKI
HANDLED BY: JOHN YAMASAKI

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

MACH10 Niki Blanc MXG3 MJB4 T2B5
Biewer Terrier

Snowee

OWNED BY: YOLANDO RUSSELL
HANDLED BY: YOLANDO RUSSELL

MACH2 Moore Bowwag Garnet Snowdrop BN MXB2 MJS2 MFS TQX CGC TKN

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Bolognese

Kami

OWNED BY: PATSY OWEN
HANDLED BY: PATSY OWEN

Adagio's Anaya Kamia AX OAJ CGC TKP
Border Collie

CH AGCH MACH16 Hot Shot Tease Ewe MXB5 PDS MJB5 PJS MFC TQX T2B7 CA CGC TKP

OWNED BY: BEVERLY REINHARDT/HEIDI LASKOWSKI

HANLEADO BY: SALLY SLADE

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Border Terrier

Chili

OWNED BY: LAURA R GOLDEN D.V.M.
HANDLED BY: LAURA GOLDEN

CH MACH8 Whirlwind Mooswa Hot Stuff CDX PCDX BN RA MXG3 MJS4 T2B ME SWE SCM SEM SBM SHDN

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Borzoi

CH MACH2 Hemlock Hollow's Journey To Rule Sixty-Two BN RN JC MXG MJS DJ DN CGCA CGCU TKA ATT

owed by: LOU AVANT D.V.M./COLENE ALLEN

HANDLED BY: LOU AVANT, DVM
OWNED BY: LOU AVANT D.V.M./COLENE ALLEN

Whimsy
MACH3 Widget's Winnie The Wonderdog MXG PAD MJG PJD MFB TQX T2B2 CAA DCAT DMX CGC TKI

OWNED BY: KEVIN BOTTOMS
HANDLED BY: KEVIN BOTTOMS

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Boston Terrier

Winnie
Bouvier des Flandres

Casey

HANDLED BY: CATHY MASON
OWNED BY: CATHERINE MASON

MACH3 Adara's No Nonsense Casey's A Comin MXC MJS2 MXF TQX CGCA
Boxer

Cannon

OWNED BY: SARAH OSBORNE
HANDLED BY: SARAH OSBORNE

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

MACH3 Cannon Von Bachbett MXC MJG MXF T2B CA BCAT RATO DM DS
Bracco Italiano

MACH Elvira Venator D'Ursus CM JH MXS MJS XF T2B2 TKN

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Ella

HANDLED BY: DEB PEREIRA
OWNED BY: DEBRA PEREIRA
Briard

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

KoKo

HANDLED BY: GABRIELLE LAROCHE
OWNED BY: GABRIELLE LAROCHE/ CAROL WOLFRAM/ THOM WYLIE

GCH TC Bijou I Got What It Takes CD BN GN RE HSAds HSCs HICs HXCs MXB MJB XF T2B DN CGC
Brittany

Sue Drazek

OWNED BY: E SUSAN DRAZEK
HANDLED BY: SUE DRAZEK

GCH CH AGCH MACH8 Keili's Goldstar Kir Royale CDX BN RAE JH MXB3
PDS MJS3 PJS MFG TQX T2B5 CA BCAT RATO CZ8B TKA
2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Brussels Griffon

Peyton

HANDLED BY: TERA MAJORS
OWNED BY: TERA MAJORS

MACH3 St Johns Quarterback Kid MXG MJC NF T2B
Bulldog

Mindy

OWNED BY: APRIL PAULMAN
HANDLED BY: APRIL PAULMAN

IROC Hit Girl RI AX OAJ OF BCAT SWA SCM SIE SBE SHDN

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

MACH 5
McCubbie

HANDLED BY: SCOTT PERSKY
OWNED BY: MR. SCOTT D PERSKY/MS. RUTHANNE PERSKY

MACH3 Cairncroft A New Era MXC MJG T2B

Cairn Terrier

McCubbie
Cardigan Welsh Corgi

Maze

OWNED BY: SUSAN STEPHON/DONNA LONNQUIST

HANDLED BY: SUSAN STEPHON

MACH Corwynt Tayken Amazing MXB MJS NF

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Catahoula Leopard Dog

Vegas

OWNED BY: MELBA WOOLDRIDGE
HANDLED BY: MELBA WOOLDRIDGE

MACH Tasso's Vegas Lights CD RE MXB MJS OAP OJP MXF OFP T2B DEX DM AM AS CGC TKA
Cavalier King Charles Spaniel

Dot

HANDLED BY: ANTONIA ROTELLE
OWNED BY: ANTONIA ROTELLE

AGCH MACH14 Kayangee Dorothy Parker MXC4 PDS MJG5 PJS MFG TQX T2B5 CGC

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Cesky Terrier

Logan

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

AGCH MACH3 Windrush Logans Run RE MXC PAD MJC PJD MXP2 MJP2 MFG TQX MFP T2B5 CA

OWNED BY: STEPHANIE CAPKOVIC/ROBERT KRIPAITIS
HANDLED BY: STEPHANIE CAPKOVIC
Chesapeake Bay Retriever

Tillie

HANDLED BY: VEEANN CROSS
OWNED BY: STEVE CROSS/VEEANN CROSS

MACH2 Treasure Lake Tiller Towards Trouble RE MXS MJS NJP MFB TQX T2B DM CGC
Chihuahua

Roxie

HANDLED BY: ASHLEY COOK
OWNED BY: ASHLEY COOK

MACH Hi-Jinx Twisted On The Rocks! BN RE MXS MJS MXF T2B2 DCAT CGCA CGCU TKN

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Chinese Crested

Surfer Dude

HANDLED BY: FRANK & AMY GILMER
OWNED BY: MR. FRANK GILMER/MRS. AMY JO GILMER

MACH2 China Road Hangin' Ten RN MXG MJ MFB TQX CGC

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Cocker Spaniel

Summer

OWNED BY: BARBARA A SCHUCHMAN/JOHN A SCHUCHMAN

HANDLED BY: BARBARA SCHUCHMAN

MACH16 Tell-Tail's Some Like It Hot MXB5 MJG8 MFB TQX T2B2 TK1
Collie

Tuppence

OWNED BY: DR. KELLY M KONTUR
HANDLED BY: KELLY KONTUR, DVM

CH MACH3 Karachristo Glamis Winds In The East UD BN GO RE HSAds
MXG MJG PJD MFB TQX T2B3 CGC
Dachshund

Bella

HANDLED BY: JOANNE LEONARD
OWNED BY: JOANNE LEONARD

Leonard's Bella MX MXB MXJ MJB XF ACT1 TKN
2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

**Dalmatian**

**Atty**

HANDLED BY: TOD HEBERT
OWNED BY: TOD HEBERT/RICHARD S BAKER

MACH10 Riverside's N Onsengeltje Athena MXC3 PDS MJC4 PJS MXF T2B6 CA CGCA
Danish-Swedish Farmdog

Caper

OWNED BY: KELLY ANSALDO
HANDLED BY: KELLY ANSALDO

MACH Paradox Capricious MXS MJG PJD MXF T2B2

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Doberman Pinscher

Abby

HANDLED BY: KATHY INGRAM
OWNED BY: MRS. KATHLEEN ANN INGRAM

CH MACH9 Old Drum's New Year's Resolution CD RE MXS3 PDS MJS3 PJD MFB TQX T2B3 CA BCAT WAC CGC TKA
Dutch Shepherd

Twyst

OWNED BY: CHELSEY CONKLIN
HANDLED BY: CHELSEY CONKLIN

MACH Aerodogs' Breaking Tradition RN PT FDC MXG MJG MXF T2B CA BCAT RATO CGCA CGCU TKP

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

English Cocker Spaniel

Tinkerbell

OWNED BY: TIM PINNERI/C DANAE STEELE
HANDEL BY: TIM PINNERI

MACH6 Nohea Tinker Bell MXC2 MJB3 XF T2B
MACH7 Springpond Jump Into Action JH MXB3 MJS3 OF T2B
MACH3 Merfey's Meadow Of Ferns CD RA MXG MJG XF T2B BCAT RATO CGC

English Springer Spaniel

Fern

OWNED BY: JENNY KROLL
HANDLED BY: JENNY KROLL

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

English Toy Spaniel

Avery

HANDLE BY: BECKY MINCIN
OWNED BY: BECKY MINCIN/DAWN GLASER-FALK

MACH Rumriver A Very Unexpected Addition MXB MJB NF
Entlebucher
Mountain Dog

Kai

OWNED BY: JOYCE MACKAY/PATRICK MACKAY
HANDLED BY: PATRICK MACKAY

MACH3 SUPERSTAR KAI V ADHEM RA MXB2 MJS2 XF T2B

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Eurasier

Fenrir

HANDLED BY: LINDSEY EZZO
OWNED BY: LINDSEY EZZO/JUSTIN EZZO

Everendeavor Ghost of Fenrir RA MX MXJ MJB OF CGC TKP
GCHB CH MACH Sugarok Magic Mike UD MXB MJB OF
2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Flat-Coated Retriever

Granite

OWNED BY: JOSEPH S JUZA
HANDLED BY: AMBER MCCUNE

MACH2 Stormwatch Nor'Easter VCD2 BN SH MXS MJS DS CGC
2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

French Bulldog

Ella-Rue

OWNED BY: JAMIE KREPS
HANDLED BY: JAMIE BOTTOMS

Callahan's Zoom'n Ruemba Rue MX MXB MXJ MJB XF T2B
Kiefer Vom Coraschatten RE AX MXJ XF BCAT SWA RATN DS SDPRO CGCA TKP

German Longhaired Pointer

Krypto

HANDLED BY: ROSEY KELLEY
OWNED BY: ROSEY KELLEY

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
German Pinscher

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Ruby-do

OWNED BY: MS. CARRIE EICHER
HANDLED BY: CARRIE EICHER

CH MACH Budon's Gift From The Heart Of Windamir MXB MJG XF CGCA TKP
German Shepherd Dog

Schatzi

OWNED BY: VICKI MILLER
HANDLED BY: VICKI MILLER

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

MACH5 Lummel & Zara's Hidden Treasure "Schatzi" MXS2 MJB2 XF T2B CA
German Shorthaired Pointer

Gypsy

HANDLED BY: SANDY GONCHAR
OWNED BY: SANDY GONCHAR/SID GONCHAR

AGCH MACH16 Berihill Gypsy Rose UD RE MXS5 PDS MJS5 PJS MFS2 TQX T2B5 CAA SWN
German Spitz

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Kingsfield Bouncin' Into My Heart AX AXJ OF

Pogo

OWNED BY: BETH CARLSON
HANDLED BY: BETH CARLSON
German Wirehaired Pointer

Presto

OWNED BY: MS. SUSAN ANNE MCKEEVER/JOHN A QUATTROCHI
HANDLED BY: SUSAN MCKEEVER

CH Afterhour's Magical World Flyer BN JH MX MXJ MJB MXF T2B
Giant Schnauzer

Petra

OWNED BY: VICTORIA NEWLAND/LLOYD NEWLAND
HANDLED BY: VICTORIA R NEWLAND

MACH5 Petra Rose Newland MXS2 PAD MJB3 PJD T2B

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Golden Retriever

Bounce

OWNED BY: LOIS L WILLIAMS
HANDEL BY: LOIS L. WILLIAMS

AGCH MACH15 Watermark's Good Vibrations MXG4 PDC MJS5 PJC MFC2 TQX T2B7

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Great Dane

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

OTCH MACH Lazy Days Wild Thing Of Sterlings OM3 RA MXB MJB MFB

Lacey

HANDLED BY: GAYLE SMITH
OWNED BY: GAYLE L SMITH/MICHAEL J SMITH
Greater Swiss Mountain Dog

Turbo

HANDLED BY: JAN COLLINS
OWNED BY: JAN COLLINS

Mtnridge Sr Taking Flight With Double Q MX MXJ MJB OAP OJP
Greyhound

Ivy

HANDLED BY: JENNIFER BACHELOR
OWNED BY: JENNIFER BACHELOR

Never Appropriate MX MXJ

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Havanese

Bexar

HANDLED BY: CHERRY WINDLINGER
OWNED BY: CHERRY WINDLINGER/CHARLOTTE VENTURA

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

AGCH MACH12 Rubicon Meliora Playing Cops And Robbers RN MXG3 PDG MJC3 PJG MFS2 TQX T2B5 TKP
Ibizan Hound

Scout

OWNED BY: TERRIANNE BASCH/JOHN BASCH
HANDLED BY: TERRIANNE BASCH

FC MACH Icycold Endurance Third Trek RA SC MXS MJS MXF TQX T2B CGC TKN

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Icelandic Sheepdog

J-Ski

HANDLED BY: JUDY ROBACK
OWNED BY: JUDY ROBACK

CH MACH3 Pikatti's Tryna CDX PCDX MXC MJS2 T2B5 ACT2 TKA

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Irish Red and White Setter

Claire

OWNED BY: KEITH C ELDRED/CORLESS W ELDRED
HANDLED BY: CORLIE ELDRED

MACH5 Whitehot Red Cedar Serendipity CD RE JH MXG2 MJS2 MXF T2B3

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Irish Setter

Tempo

OWNED BY: MELISSA SUTER/DEBBIE MURRAY
HANDLED BY: MELISSA SUTER

GCH CH MACH2 Redtale Time Flies When You'Re Having Fun CD BN RA JH MXS MJS PJD MFB TQX T2B2 CGC TKA

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Irish Terrier

MACH5 Diamond's Harper Of Hollymount CD BN RA MXS2 PAD MJC3 PJD MXF T2B3 CGCU TKP

OWNED BY: DEBBIE CONSTANT/MICHAEL CONSTANT
HANDLED BY: DEBBIE CONSTANT

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Irish Water Spaniel

Flare

OWNED BY: STEPHANIE O'REILLY/SUSAN TAPP
HANDLED BY: STEPHANIE O'REILLY

CH MACH2 Castlehill's When Sparks Fly Of Cuardach RN MXC MJC MXF T2B BCAT
2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Italian Greyhound

Dash

HANDLED BY: BO JARYMOWYCZ
OWNED BY: BORYS G. JARYMOWYCZ/JENNIFER H. GRAVES

MACH10 Idr's Lust For Life RN MXG3 MJS4 XF T2B
Kai Ken

ROYAL'S BLUEBIRD DAY AT NOZOMI AX AXJ

OWNED BY: MARK GILES/EUNICE GILES

HANDLED BY: MARK GILES

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Pop

OWNED BY: MARK GILES/EUNICE GILES
Keeshond

GCH CH AGCH MACH18 Parrkees Perpetual Motion At Shoreline CDX RM2 RAE2 MXB6 PDS MJC6 PJS MFC TQX T2B5

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Keeshond

Tasha

HANDLED BY: TAWN SINCLAIR
OWNED BY: PATRICIA VOYLES/TAWN SINCLAIR/EILEEN A PARR

GCH CH AGCH MACH18 Parrkees Perpetual Motion At Shoreline CDX RM2 RAE2 MXB6 PDS MJC6 PJS MFC TQX T2B5
2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Kerry Blue Terrier

Pippa

OWNED BY: CAROLYN STEFFEN/MATT STEFFEN
HANDLED BY: CAROLYN STEFFEN/MATT STEFFEN

MACH2 Beltane's Standing Ovation MXG PAD MJG T2B
Labrador Retriever

Banshee

OWNED BY: MICHAEL KREISER
HANDLED BY: MICHAEL KREISER

MACH19 Sundog's Going Bananas MXG5 MJB6 NF T2B
Lagotto Romagnolo
Monkey

OWNED BY: CHRIS MANSOLILLO/LINDA MANSOLILLO
HANDLED BY: KENT TSURUMARU
MACH Il Granaio Dei Malatesta Ugolina MXB MJG MXF T2B4

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Lakeland Terrier

Phoebe

HANDLED BY: LORI NAPOLI
OWNED BY: LORI NAPOLI

MACH2 Glacieridge Fifty Hot Cross Buns MXG PAD MJG PJD MXP MJP MFB TQX MFP T2B3 SE RATCHX9 CZ8P CGCA TKP
Lancashire Heeler

Druid

OWNED BY: BEVERLY MORGAN LEWIS/DAVID LEWIS
HANDLED BY: BEVERLY MORGAN LEWIS

AGCH PACH2 Pembrats Tail O The Sorcerer BN RN MX MXB MXJ MJS MXP6 MXPS PDSP MJP10 MJPC PJSP PAX2 MFB MFPG TQXP T2B7 T2BP2 BCAT THDX CGCA CGCU TKA
Lhasa Apso

Journey

HANDLED BY: MELISSA TORGERSO
OWNED BY: MELISSA TORGERSO/DEBBY ROTHMAN

CH Melou Kunza Don'T Stop Believing AX AXJ OF TKN
2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Maltese

Luc

HANDLED BY: CHERRY WINDLINGER
OWNED BY: CHERRY WINDLINGER

AGCH MACH20 PACH2 Luckenbach Luc MXG5 PAD MJC5 PJD MXPB MJPB PAX2 MFG TQX T2B5
Miniature American Shepherd

Nikki

OWNED BY: JEANETTE D. IVIE
HANDLED BY: JEANETTE IVIE

AGCH MACH11 In The Nik Of Timeless CD BN RAE FDC MXC3 PDB2 MJS4 PJB2 MFC2 TQX T2B14 CA SWE SHDA RATCH CZ8S CGCA CGCU TKA

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Miniature Schnauzer

Rudi

HANDLED BY: (MARJORIE) SUE PHILLIPS
OWNED BY: MARJORIE PHILLIPS/CELESTE KNIERIM

AGCH MACH11 Rudi Eile Phillips Of Prairieland CDX BN MXG4 PDG MJG5 PJG MFS2 TQX T2B5 THD CGC TKA
Kiralytanyai Borcsa MX MXB MXJ MJB

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Mudi

Mazsi

OWNED BY: ERIKA KISS
HANDLED BY: ERIKA KISS

© M. Nicole Fischer
Nederlandse Kooikerhondje

Kylan

HANDLED BY: CHERYL SHORT
OWNED BY: CHERYL SHORT/DAVID MATTIX

MACH4 Redgold's Dream Lover RN MXC2 MJB3 CGC TKN

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Norwegian Buhund

Raven

HANDLED BY: MELISSA JOHNSTON
OWNED BY: MR. MARK JOHNSTON/MRS. MELISSA JOHNSTON

Trollheimen Raven Ridge Nott AX AXJ XF ACT2
Norwegian Elkhound

Renny

OWNED BY: CHRISTINE MAYER/KIM CHISHOLM/ANDREA SCHOKKER

HANDLED BY: CHRIS MAYER

Korsdalen Renegade AX MXJ ACT1
Norwich Terrier

Henry

OWNED BY: JOAN S KRANTZ
HANDLED BY: JOAN KRANTZ
2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

MACH6 Pinelake's Happy, Fearless Explorer RE MXG2 PAD MJB3 PJD MFB
TQX T2B4 ME EE4 RATN CGC TKI
2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retriever

Blaze

OWNED BY: PENNY SCOTT-FOX
HANDLED BY: PENELope SCOTT-FOX

MACH9 Javahill's Flash Back RN MXB3 PAD MJC3 PJD MFB TQX T2B9 SWM SHDM WC DS CGCA CGCU TKA
Old English Sheepdog

Bert

OWNED BY: JUDITH CUNNINGHAM/TIMOTHY CUNNINGHAM
HANDLED BY: JUDITH CUNNINGHAM

GCH CH RACH Lakewood's Good Luck Will Rub Off UDX RM5 RAE3 MX MXB MXJ MJB MXF T2B DN
2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Papillon

Maeve

OWNED BY: DEBORAH SCHEEL
HANDLED BY: DEB SCHEEL

MACH4 Nankan My Mcqueen For A Day MXC PAD MJG2 PJS MFC TQX T2B5 CA BCAT
Parson Russell Terrier

Tater Tot

HANDLED BY: JANE MOORE
OWNED BY: JANE MARIE MOORE

CH MACH5 River Run's Ready For A Challenge MXG2 MJG2 OF RATN

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Pembroke Welsh Corgi

Maverick

OWNED BY: SALLY SLADE
HANDLED BY: SALLY SLADE

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

AGCH MACH17 Croswynd Making Mavericks MXS5 PDS MJB5 PJG MFC TQX T2B6 CA THDN CGC TKP
Pharaoh Hound

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Shelby

OWNED BY: LUCIANE TERRA/ANDRE MAGNI/DOMINIC CAROTA/ LAURA HUGHES-WILLIAMS/KENDRA WILLIAMS

HANDLED BY: LUCIANE TERRA

NFC GCH DC Dsrtphnx Hallam Sweet Child O Mine RE MC LCX2 MX MXJ CGC TKN
Kinnike Kismet RE JH MX MXJ MJB OF T2B CAA FCAT CGCA CGCU TKI

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Bolt

OWNED BY: BETSY THOMPSON
HANDLED BY: BETSY THOMPSON
Pomeranian

Kami

OWNED BY: KATHRYN J BAUMLER
HANDLED BY: KAT BAUMLER

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

MACH2 Windsong's Element Of Power MXS MJS XF T2B DCAT CGCA TKN
AGCH MACH5 Hawk Hill Let's Do The Hustle MXG2 PDS MJB3 PJS MFB2 TQX T2B8 CGC TKN

OWNED BY: DIANE DURFEE
HANDLED BY: DIANE DURFEE
Portuguese Podengo Pequeno

Hurry!

HANDEL BY: CHARLENE WIGLESWORTH
OWNED BY: CHARLENE WIGLESWORTH/SUSAN
FAW/STACY FAW

CH Brokenroad Time's A Wastin' MX MXJ XF NFP CA DCAT SWM SCME
SHDN RATN TKA
Portuguese Water Dog

Titan

OWNED BY: LINDA K HUNT/SANDRA KOTT
HANDLED BY: SANDY KOTT

CH MACH Sun Joy's Back In Time At Kalista RI MXB MJG MXF T2B

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
MACH3 Joker's Wild Mardi Gras Maskerade MXB2 MJG3 NF T2B2

OWNED BY: JILL CHODELKA
HANDLED BY: JILL CHO DELL KAH

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Pug

Jester
Puli

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Quip

HANDLED BY: DAGMAR FERTL
OWNED BY: DAGMAR FERTL

CH MACH Piroskai Überraschung FDC MXB MJB BCAT CGCA TKN
2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Pumi

Dany

OWNED BY: KATHIE OGDEN
HANDLED BY: KATHIE OGDEN

MACH4 Abiqua Hetyke CM RN MXS2 MJG2 MFS TQX T2B6 CGC TKA
AGCH MACH5 Goldenbear's Genevieve De La Brise BN RE MXG2 PDS MJG3
PJS MFG TQX T2B5 CA BCAT SWA SBE SHDN RATS CGCA TKP

OWNED BY: PAMELA VOJTAS
HANDED BY: PAM VOJTAS

Pyrenean Shepherd
Genevieve

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Rat Terrier

Shelby Rae

OWNED BY: MRS. MELISSA KATHERINE LIEBHARDT/DARICE RAGAN

HANDLED BY: MELISSA K. LIEBHARDT

MACH4 Raganrat Wild Gypsy Rose MXB2 MJC2 XF TKN

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Rhodesian Ridgeback

Thorin

HANDLED BY: ALEX HART
OWNED BY: ALEXANDRA HART/TERESA M WEST-HOLMES

TC MACH4 RACH Luvakis Shirley's Thorin Eikinskjaldi CDX BN RM4 RAE3 FDC SC MXC PAD MJC MFB TQX T2B2 THD RATN CGCA CGCU TKE
Rottweiler

Garnet

HANDLED BY: PAULA MILOGLAV-RECCO
OWNED BY: PAULA MILOGLAV-RECCO

MACH5 Woodrott's Love At First Site RN MXG2 MJS3 AXP PADP AJP PJDP MFC TQX MFP T2B5 T2BP2 CGC TKN
Russell Terrier

Bernie

OWNED BY: VICKE CASEY
HANDLED BY: VICKE CASEY

MACH2 D.B.F. Bernie Swagger MXS MJG MFS TQX T2B2

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Russian Toy

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Taavi
HANDLED BY: CHERYL HOLMAN DVM
OWNED BY: CHERYL HOLMAN

Sobachka's Rikki Tikki Taavi AX MXJ XF
Saluki

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Cinda Sue

HANDLED BY: NANCY CURTIS-CASWELL
OWNED BY: NANCY CURTIS-CASWELL

MACH Cinda Sue The Sailor MXG MJS
Samoyed

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

AGCH MACH7 Anana's Artic Dream Tikaani

OWNED BY: KATHY TIMMONS/DUANE TIMMONS

HANDLED BY: KATHY TIMMONS

Tikaani

AGCH MACH6 Anana's Artic Dream Tikaani MXB3 PDS MJS3 PJS MFC TQX T2B4 CA RATCH
Schapendoes

MACH Schapannro's N Zing MXB MJB

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

OWNED BY: LISA SPONSLER/ANNE HARVEY
HANDLED BY: LISA SPONSLER

Zing!
Schipperke

Bocci

OWNED BY: MARION JOHNSON
HANDLED BY: MARION JOHNSON

MACH Kurakuma's Dark Island Castle BN MXS MJG MFS T2B
Scottish Terrier

Pickles

HANDLED BY: PAT SPEAS
OWNED BY: PAT SPEAS

MACH3 Speas's Sweet Pickles BN RAE MXC MJC MFB T2B4 THDD CGCA TKA
2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Shetland Sheepdog

Ziva

OWNED BY: ANNE S UJCZO
HANDLED BY: ANNE UJCZO

MACH18 Kaskade's Baby Genius RN MXB6 MJC6
Shiba Inu

MACH25 Kado VI CD RN MXC6 PDS MJC6 MFG TQX T2B4

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Kado

OWNED BY: JULIE MAYRE JONES
HANDLED BY: JULIE JONES
Shih Tzu

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Shih Tzu

Polly

HANDLED BY: NICHOLAS CARLETON
OWNED BY: JOAN SHUTE

MACH Polly Shute MXB MJB
Siberian Husky

Lobo

OWNED BY: ALAN DAVIS/SUE DAVIS/MICHAEL MARION/MARGARET MARION

HANDED BY: ALAN DAVIS

MACH2 Koda's Musashi MXG MJC XF
Silky Terrier

Enya

HANDLED BY: MALARI HOWELL
OWNED BY: MALARI HOWELL-SMITH/MALARI HOWELL-SMITH

MACH Enya On Fire MXS MJS MXF T2B BCAT TKE
Skye Terrier

Kirby

OWNED BY: CHRISTINE MCGINN
HANDLED BY: CHRISTINE MCGINN

Quiraing Be Near Me MX MXJ NF CAA BCAT ACT1 CGCA CGCU TKI ATT
Small Munsterlander

Codi

HANDLED BY: TERRI LUDWIG
OWNED BY: SCOTT LUDWIG/TERRI LUDWIG

Brush Dale's Ball Of Fire JH MX MXB MXJ MJB NF

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Smooth Fox Terrier

Si

OWNED BY: DENISE VISCO/MARY B SMITH/RICHARD REYNOLDS

HANDLED BY: DENISE VISCO

Gator's Singular Sensation RN MX MXJ MJG MFS FCAT2 RATCHX CGC TKA

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier

Rory

OWNED BY: MRS. MARY MEGHAN WHITING
HANDLED BY: MARY WHITING

AGCH MACH5 Rory Red King Of The Links MXS2 PDS MJG2 PJS MFC TQX T2B7 THD CGCA TKP

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Spinone Italiano

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Spinone Italiano

Bailey

HANDLED BY: BETH GUZZETTA
OWNED BY: ELIZABETH GUZZETTA

MACH Mals-About Lily Of The Valley MXS MJG MXF T2B2 ACT2 RATS CGC TKI
Staffordshire Bull Terrier

Beetle

OWNED BY: GILL CHAPMAN
HANDLED BY: GILL CHAPMAN

MACH2 Neverland G2 Nothing But The Rain MXG PAD MJG PJD MFS TQX T2B4

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Swedish Vallhund

Maev

OWNED BY: BRIGITTE CAMPANARO/LOUISE LAW
HANDLED BY: BRIGITTE CAMPANARO

MACH2 Vallhollow Vouslez Vous MXB2 MJC OF CGC TKI

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Tibetan Terrier

Finch

OWNED BY: KIM KEEN
HANDLED BY: KIM KEEN

MACH2 Ivyglen Got A Birdie CD BN RE MXS MJS NF T2B CGC

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Toy Fox Terrier

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

AGCH MACH18 Icefox Pick Me Up MXS5 PDS MJS6 PJS MFG TQX T2B5 TKA

OWNED BY: DR. MARY ALICE DOYLE
HANDLED BY: MARY DOYLE
Vizsla

Dewey

HANDLED BY: CARTER FORBES
OWNED BY: MR. CARTER FORBES

MACH Dashing Dewey Dewayne MXS PAD MJS PJD MXF T2B2 ACT2 TKI
Weimaraner

THORIN

OWNED BY: SHEILA J COOK
HANDLED BY: SHEILA J COOK

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

MACH Regen's Luck Of The Oakenshield RN JH MXS MJB MFB T2B DM DS CGC TKN
AGCH MACH5 Wysiwyg Trouble Has Arrived MXC2 PDG MJC2 PJG MFG TQX T2B5 CGCA TKN

Welsh Terrier

Patrick

HANDLED BY: LINDA BRISBIN
OWNED BY: LINDA BRISBIN

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
West Highland White Terrier

Ari

OWNED BY: JEANNIE LUNTZ
HANDLED BY: JEANNIE LUNTZ

MACH14 Rock "Q" Tripping Light Fantastic RN MXG4 MJC4 NF CAX BCAT RATO CGC TKP

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Whippet

GCH CH MACH4 Kanati American From Downunder RN JC MXB2 MJS2 MFB TQX T2B3

Kitz

OWNED BY: SHARRON LANE
HANDLED BY: SHARRON LANE

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
Wire Fox Terrier

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

MACH10 Tucker MXS3 MJG4 MFB T2B6

OWNED BY: JACK COTTER/NANCY A. COTTER
HANDLED BY: JACK COTTER
Wirehaired Vizsla

Nemes

OWNED BY: DENISE DOLL-KIEFER/ROGER KIEFER
HANDLED BY: DENISE DOLL-KIEFER

GCH CH Zoldmali Eclipse Hungarian Aristocrat BN RN MH MX MXJ MXP2 MJP2 MJPB XF ACT1 CGC TKA

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Working Kelpie

Fiver

HANDLED BY: KELSEY TIPTON
OWNED BY: KELSEY TIPTON

MACH Watership's Little Thousand CD RN MXB MJS OF T2B2 CGC
Xoloitzcuintli

Tyra Banks

OWNED BY: PATRICIA ENGLEMAN
HANDLED BY: PATTI ENGLEMAN

Springwind's Dressed To Impress At Bell Creek AX AXJ OF

2020 Top Breed MACH Dog
2020 Top Breed MACH Dog

Yorkshire Terrier

CHASE

OWNERED BY: ROBIN HUTSON/DIANE HUTSON

HANDLED BY: ROBIN HUTSON

GCH CH MACH7 Silktree's The Hunt Is On RA MXC2 PAD MJB3 PJD MXF TQX T2B3
AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB

2020 Top Mach Dog

Cavalier King
Charles Spaniel

Dot

HANDLED BY: ANTONIA ROTEELLE
OWNED BY: ANTONIA ROTEELLE

AGCH MACH14 Kayangee Dorothy Parker MXC4 PDS MJG5 PJS MFG TQX T2B5 CGC
2020 Top Pach Dogs
Airedale Terrier

Parteigh

OWNED BY: DEANNA L CORBOY-LULIK
HANDLED BY: KEITH/DEANNA CORBOY-LULIK

AGCH MACH5 PACH3 Connemara's Parteigh Like A Rock Star BN RE SH MXG4 MJB4 MXP12 MXPB2 PADP MJP16 MJPS2 PJDP PAX5 MFC TQX T2B3

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Akita

Vic'try

Owned by: Susan W. Cargill
Handled by: Susan W. Cargill

Kobu's Keep Your Eyez On The Prize AXP AJP CA TKA
Alaskan Malamute

Alpha

OWNED BY: SARA MAIDA
HANDLED BY: SARA MAIDA

Hudson's John Robert's Alpha RN MXP MJP5 MJPS XFP T2BP CA THDA CGC TKA VHMA

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

All American Dog

Moses

HANDLED BY: JORDAN YORK
OWNED BY: JORDAN PATRICK YORK

AGCH MACH15 PACH4 Moses Raphael York UD BN GN GO RAE5 MXB4 PDG MJC4 PJG MXP10 MXPC MJP10 MJPC PAX4 MFC TQX T2B9 CGCA CGCU TKA
American Eskimo Dog

Juneau

OWNED BY: REBECCA L SMITH/GLENN C RAWSKY
HANDLED BY: REBECCA SMITH

MACH2 PACH8 Besota's Carved By Fire CD BN RE MXS MJB2 MXP24 MXPB3 MJP32 MJPC3 PAX8 XF MFP TQXP T2BP CGC TKN

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
American Hairless Terrier

Carsten

OWNED BY: KATHLEEN D JONES/DONALD N JONES
HANDLED BY: KATHY JONES

MACH3 PACH Kidd K's Cross My Heart RN FDC MXG MJC MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX XF T2B2 CAA BCAT TT RATS CGCA CGCU TKE
American
Staffordshire
Terrier

Zenn

HANDLED BY: ANITA ELIAS
OWNED BY: ANITA ELIAS

Blue Mystic Zendaya RN MXP4 MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX XFP CA BCAT DS DJ CGC

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
American Water Spaniel

Desi

OWNED BY: HEBER R NORCKAUER JR.
HANDLED BY: BUTCH NORCKAUER

MACH3 Coastal Magic Desi CD MXC MJG2 MJP MFS TQX T2B

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Anatolian Shepherd Dog

Titus

OWNED BY: LINDA DEHARAK
HANDLED BY: LINDA DEHARAK

Titus DeHarak OAP AJP NFP BCAT
Australian Cattle Dog

Kanga

HANDLED BY: LITTLE LIEUBLAD
OWNED BY: LITTLE LIEUBLAD

AGCH MACH4 PACH8 Kanga UDX BN GN VER RAE MXB2 MJS2 MXP19 MXPG2 PDGP MJP22 MJPC2 PJGP PAX8 MFG TQX MFPG TQXP T2B8 T2BP8 TKA

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Australian Shepherd

Torch

OWNED BY: COURTNEY HUTHER
HANDLED BY: COURTNEY HUTHER

MACH5 Equinox Let The Games Begin CDX BN RAE MXS3 MJC2 MXP2 MXPB MJP2 MFC TQX T2B DN TKI
Australian Terrier

Lil

OWNED BY: DEVORAH SPERBER/BRUCE DOBOZIN
HANDLED BY: DEVORAH SPERBER

Marble Arch Just For A Thrill OA OAJ AXP AJP OF
Sonbar's Tabloid Talk RM RAE MXP AJP OFP CGC TKI
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Basset Hound

Stitch's Ohana Experiment 666 MXP MJP2 OFP CGC TKN

OWNED BY: JILL ROBERTS
HANDLED BY: JILL ROBERTS

Nutella
GCH CH MACH PACH Top Shelves Presently Intoxicated RN MXB MJB MXP3 MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX MXF MFP TQXP T2B T2BP CAX FCAT DJA DN

Beagle

Preston

OWNED BY: DEB WIGAL/JENNIFER OSBORNE

HANDLED BY: DEB WIGAL

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Bearded Collie

Smitty

OWNED BY: JANICE LEVERENZ/ CAROL J CARLSEN
HANDLED BY: JAN LEVERENZ

CH AGCH MACH8 PACH3 Wynsum Rhythm And Brews BN RAE MXB4 PDS MJC3 MXP8 MXPG MJP7 MJPG PJDP PAX3 MFG TQX T2B5 CGC TKN
Beauceron

PACH Maya Du Coeur De Soleil BN RI MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX MFP TQXP CAA BCAT DJ AJ TKI

OWNED BY: MAUREEN MCLATCHY
HANDLED BY: MAUREEN MCLATCHY/ELAINE GIANNELLI

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
Bedlington Terrier

Dash

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

OWNED BY: SUE LATZ
HANDLED BY: SUE LATZ

MACH8 PACH Bluestar's Dash Of Chance MXG4 MJG5 MXP9 MXPG MJP10 MJPC PAX3 MXF T2B
Belgian Laekenois

Icon

OWNED BY: KELLY GOODMAN
HANDLED BY: KELLY GOODMAN

Dom Icon Da Casa Mont-Alves CM CD BN RE PT FDC MX MXB MXJ MXP OF
Belgian Malinois

Evie

OWNED BY: PETER LIU/WAI YU
HANDLED BY: PETER LIU

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

AGCH MACH6 PACH2 Evie, The Mummy Slayer CDX MXG3 PAD MJB3 PJS MXP6 MXPS MJP7 MJPG PAX2 MFS2 TQX T2B9
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Belgian Sheepdog

AGCH PACH6 Shetara's Shadow Of The Sun BN RE MXP17 MXPS2 PDSP MJP18 MJPG2 PJSP PAX6 MFPG TQXP T2BP5 CGC TKI

HANDLED BY: SONIA LACHAPELLE
OWNED BY: SONIA LACHAPELLE

OWNED BY: SONIA LACHAPELLE
HANDLED BY: SONIA LACHAPELLE
Belgian Tervuren

Gemma

OWNED BY: KIMBERLEE BECKMEN
HANDLED BY: DR. KIMBERLEE BECKMEN

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

GCH CH MACH2 PACH2 Chantryile Glimmers Like Gold VCD2 BN VER RAE TDX HSAs MXS MJC MXP6 MXPS MJP6 MJPS PAX2 XF MFP T2B3 T2BP CA CGC TKN
Berger Picard

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

MACH4 Chaos Hardwired To Thrill CM UDX OM2 GN GO MXB2 MJB2 MXP
MJP MFB TQX T2B

OWNED BY: JILL SPORER/MANDY PILGRIM

HANDLED BY: JILL SPORER

ZEST
Bichon Frise

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Mulligan

OWNED BY: TINA ACKERMAN/THOMAS ACKERMAN
HANDLED BY: TINA ACKERMAN

MACH4 PACH2 Mulligan MXC MJS2 MXPB MJP6 MJPS PAX2 NF
Biewer Terrier

Maddie

OWNED BY: YOLANDO RUSSELL
HANDLED BY: YOLANDO RUSSELL
PACH Lewis Brookwood Madeline MXP4 MXPB MJP7 MJPS PAX XFP CGC TKN

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
Border Collie

Yates

OWNED BY: MANDY MOLLER
HANDLED BY: MANDY MOLLER

AGCH MACH15 PACH Grand Oakes Move'Em Out MXS6 PDS MJB6 PJS MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX MFC TQX T2B11
Border Terrier

Nutmeg

OWNED BY: CHERYL KARNES/BONNY J BAKER
HANDLED BY: CHERYL KARNES

MACH5 PACH3 Fanfare Dash Of Spice RI MXS2 MJB3 PJD MXP8 MXPG PADP MJP11 MJPC PJDP PAX3 OF MFPS TQXP T2B2 T2BP2 CGCA CGCU TKA

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
Boston Terrier

Bowie

OWNED BY: PATRICIA A. ALLEMAN/OLIVER COULSON
HANDLED BY: CHRISTY DUKE

Talavera's Ziggy Stardust CDX RE MXP2 MJP THDN CGCA TKI
Boxer

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Debbie

HANDLED BY: CARA ARMOUR
OWNED BY: CARA ARMOUR/GERARD ARMOUR

CH AGCH PACH5 Brush Hill's Debutante At Sinnott MXP14 MXPB2 PDSP MJP20 MJPC2 PJSP PAX5 MFPG TQXP T2BP5 CAA BCAT CGC TKI
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Briard

Roxy MC

OWNED BY: MARY LAW WEIR
HANDLED BY: MARY WEIR

MACH4 J'Admire La Vie Enchantee Moravia Campanella PT MXC PAD MJG2 PJD MXP2 MJP2 XF T2B3 TKN
Diamond MACH4 PACH3 Credit Kaze With A Perfect Diamond MXG2 MJB3 MXP12 MXPC PADP MJP14 MJPB2 PJDP PAX3 MFG TQX T2B5 TKI

OWNED BY: VICTORIA MACVICAR/ROBERT J HOWELL/JESSIE SCHULZ

HANDLED BY: VICTORIA MACVICAR

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Brittany
Brussels Griffon

Willie

HANDLED BY: SALLY POCS
OWNED BY: MRS. SALLY ANN POCS/MR. ALAN REAM/DAVID MCCOLLUM

GCH CH PACH2 Ardenada's Sir Loin Of Mzfitz MXP7 MXPS MJP8 MJPG PAX2

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
Bull Terrier

Stella

OWNED BY: JULIE CARLSON
OWNED BY: JULIE CARLSON/TRICIA FRANKE
JANKOWSKI

Barkadier General Gs Patton RN MXP2 AJP CGC TKI

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
Bulldog

Stella

OWNED BY: LUCY A HAYES/JACQUELINE MARIE WEBER

HANDLED BY: LUCY HAYES

Stella Weber MXP MJP OFP FCAT DJ AJ HDM CGC TKI
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Bullmastiff

FENDI

OWNED BY: TRACY JONES/SHERRY BOLDT/KIMBERLEE COOK

HANDLED BY: TRACY JONES

GCHS CH PACH Solo-K N T-Boldt's Indecent Proposal CD BN RE MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX XFP CA BCAT THDN CGCA TKI
Cairn Terrier

Scout

OWNED BY: KARIN DAVIS
HANDLED BY: ELIZABETH ROWE

MACH2 PACH Scouteriffic MXS MJS MXP5 MXPS MJP6 MJPS PAX
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Canaan Dog

Tali

OWNED BY: JENNIE LARKIN
HANDLED BY: JENNIE LARKIN

CH Kol Tuv Fuligin Tali CD PCD BN RI FDC OA OAJ AXP MJP NF OFP CAA FCAT3 ACT2 ATT
Cardigan Welsh Corgi

Livvie

HANDLED BY: SUSAN STEPHON
OWNED BY: SUSAN STEPHON/DONNA LONNQUIST

MACH3 PACH2 Corwynt Tayken Livin' On The Edge TD MXB2 MJC MXP10 MXPC PADP MJGP9 MJPG PJDP PAX2 MFB MFPB TQXP T2B2 T2BP2
Cavalier King Charles Spaniel

Dash

OWNED BY: ANTONIA ROTELLE
HANDLED BY: ANTONIA ROTELLE

MACH22 PACH8 Daisylane And The Beat Goes On MXS6 MJS7 MXP20 MXPC2 MJP20 MJPC2 PAX8 XF T2B2
Cesky Terrier

Logan

OWNERED BY: STEPHANIE CAPKOVIC/ROBERT KRIPAITIS

HANDLED BY: STEPHANIE CAPKOVIC

AGCH MACH3 Windrush Logans Run RE MXC PAD MJC PJD MXP2 MJP2 MFG TQX MFP T2B5 CA

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
Chesapeake Bay Retriever

Leonidas

OWNED BY: MR. THOMAS B. MARTIN/ANGELA BOESKE

HANDLED BY: THOMAS MARTIN

GCH CH PACH2 Curly's One For Sparta BN SH MXPB MJP5 MJPS PAX2 OFP DS CGC TKN

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
Chihuahua

Rizzo

OWNED BY: BRENDA LANDIS
HANDLED BY: BRENDA LANDIS

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

PACH5 Rossmoyne's Rizzo The Renowned MXP14 MXPB2 MJP17 MJPS2
PAX5 OFP
Chinese Crested

Lola

OWNED BY: GREGG WAGNER/RACHELLE WAGNER
HANDLED BY: GREGG WAGNER

MACH6 PACH4 Flyin' Aces Miss Bee Haven BN RN MXG2 MJC2 MXP12 MXPC MJP14 MJPB2 PAX4

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Cirneco dell'Etna

Rico

HANDLED BY: NANCY DOYLE
OWNED BY: DARRYL HICKEY/M LUCIA PRIETO/NANCY DOYLE

GCH CH PACH Cy'Era Rico BN RAE MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX XFP T2BP CGC ATT
Cocker Spaniel

Myra

HANDLED BY: TAMMY FAIRBANKS
OWNED BY: TAMMY FAIRBANKS

MACH4 PACH4 Miss Myra Ktyra MXS2 MJC2 MXP12 MXPB2 MJP14 MJPB2 PAX4 XF T2B3
Sequel

HANDLED BY: NOREEN BENNETT
OWNED BY: NOREEN BENNETT/MARIANNE SULLIVAN

TC Millknock Tri The Next Chapter VCD2 BN RN HSAds HSBd HIAds HXAd
MXC MJC MXP2 MXPB MJP2 MJPB MFC TQX T2B5
Coton de Tulear

Jenny

HANDLED BY: JOAN GALLAGHER
OWNED BY: JOAN GALLAGHER

MACH8 Jenny Of Peachtree Cotons RN MXC2 MJC3 MJP MXF T2B3
Dachshund

Junebug

OWNED BY: JANET SMITH
HANDLED BY: JANET A SMITH

PACH Christofle Cucaracha MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
Dalmatian

Laney

HANDLED BY: TERRI SANDERS
OWNED BY: TERRI A SANDERS/BRODAS DALE SANDERS

MACH5 Krypto's Lady Lois Lane MXB2 MJS2 MXP MJP OF T2B

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
Dandie Dinmont Terrier

Alyx

OWNED BY: KIM O'NEILL/JENNIFER HECKER
HANDLED BY: KIM ONEILL

CH PACH2 Ando's Brandy Alyxandra BN RA NA NAJ MXP11 MXPC MJP9 MJPG PAX2 NFP T2BP SWA SCE RATN
Danish-Swedish Farmdog

Trudy

HANDLED BY: CAREY SEGBART
OWNED BY: BROOKS MABRY/CAREY SEGBART

MACH Flora's Winnemucca Nevada Gertrude CM CD BN RE MXB MJB MXP MJP NF TKI

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
English Cocker Spaniel

Stella

OWNED BY: JULIE SALEMI
HANDLED BY: JULIE SALEMI

MACH Nohea Stellaluna BN RE MXS MJS MXP2 MXPB MJP2 MFB T2B3 BCAT RATM CGC TKA
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

English Setter

Snap

OWNED BY: D'LYNN THOMPSON DVM
HANDEL BY: D'LYNN THOMPSON

MACH4 Above And Beyond's Snap To It MXB2 MJS2 MXP2 MJP3 MJPB MXF T2B
English Springer Spaniel

Dragon

OWNED BY: SHEILA JWEID-WEBBER
HANDLED BY: SHEILA JWEID-WEBBER

CH MACH5 PACH Esquire's Pendragon At Moonhill CD RE MXG2 MJC2 MXP6 MXPS MJP5 MJPS PAX2 MFG TQX MFP TQXP T2B2 T2BP CA RATN DS DJ CGCA TKI
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Entlebucher
Mountain Dog

Skylar

HANDLED BY: YVONNE THOMSEN
OWNED BY: YVONNE A THOMSEN

MACH PACH Blue-Jay's Flying In The Sky MXS MJS MXP3 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Field Spaniel

Maya

OWNED BY: MARIE GEDNEY
HANDLED BY: MARIE GEDNEY

MACH Nor-Coast Arbor Ridge Miss Maya CD BN RE MXG MJG XF T2B2 CGCA
Flat-Coated Retriever

Derby

HANDLED BY: LAURA DEWALD
OWNED BY: LAURA E DEWALD

CH MACH5 Windfall Run For The Roses CD SH MXB2 MJG2 MXP MJP XF
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

French Bulldog

Liam

OWNED BY: YOHKO KATZ
HANDLED BY: YOHKO KATZ

PACH Liam Katz BN RN NA NAJ MXP4 MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX FCAT4 CGC TKP
German Pinscher

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

AGCH MACH3 PACH3 Windamir's Katilara Du Soleil BN RN MXC MJB2 MXP9 MXPG PDCP MJP8 MJPG PJGP PAX3 MFS TQX MFPG TQXP T2B3 T2BP3 CGC

HANDLED BY: DIANE SUTTON
OWNED BY: DIANE LYNN SUTTON D.V.M./CHRISTOPHER ROBERT APPLEMAN

KT
German Shepherd Dog

Ryder

OWNED BY: ROBERT J JEFFERS/DIANE ROBERTS
HANDLED BY: BOB JEFFERS

MACH7 PACH Majestic's Ecliptic Midnight Ryder V. Dellhaven CD RN PT MXS3 MJB3 MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX MFB TQX MFP T2B12 T2BP

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
German Shorthaired Pointer

Bea

OWNED BY: SUSAN MCGINTY
HANDLED BY: SUE MCGINTY

PACH Seugenhof Begin Again OA NAJ MXP4 MXPB MJP5 MJPS PAX OFP
Giant Schnauzer

Jazz

OWNED BY: RICKY RAY PENN
HANDLED BY: RICKY PENN
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

PACH Grande Jazz It Up MXP8 MXPG PADP MJP8 MJPG PJDP PAX MFPB T2BP DS
Glen of Imaal Terrier

Niamh

OWNED BY: LAURA GILBERT TRAINOR
HANDLED BY: LAURA TRAINOR

GCH CH PACH Niamh Of Cnoc CD PCD BN RE MXP11 MXPC MJP9 MJPG PAX2 MFP T2BP JE RATCHX CGCA TKI
Golden Retriever

Joy

OWNED BY: CINDY GRAY
HANDLED BY: CINDY GRAY

AGCH MACH5 PACH3 Tanbark's Flash'N Thru Time CDX RE JH MXC2 MJC2
MXP10 MXPC PADP MJP9 MJPG PJDP PAX3 MFS TQX T2B4 T2BP
Gordon Setter

Raleigh

OWNED BY: LINDA MCRAE/PEGGY NOWAK
HANDLED BY: LINDA MCRAE

CH Bit O' Gold Innocent Or Gilty CD BN RE JH AX AXJ XF BCAT CGC TKI

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
Great Dane

Ava

HANDLED BY: DIANA LYNNE SHEATLER
OWNED BY: DIANA LYNNE SHEATLER

Cara Mia Evelina BN RA FDC AXP AJP XFP FCAT ACT2 CGC TKA

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Greater Swiss Mountain Dog

Ollie

HANDLED BY: TRACY BRAINARD
OWNED BY: TRACY BRAINARD/DARLENE WARD

CH PACH Double Q's Double Olive Martini CDX RN FDC MX AXJ MXP4 MXPB MJP5 MJPS PAX OF T2BP CA BCAT RATN CGCA TKN
Harrier

Merlin

OWNED BY: DONNA SOMERS
HANDLED BY: DONNA SOMERS

GCH CH Guernsey's Wells Time Machine Traveller BN RA FDC MX AXJ MXP MJP OF FCAT CGCA TKN
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Havanese

Dancer

HANDLED BY: LAUREN GOLDSWORTHY GOMEZ
OWNED BY: LAUREN GOLDSWORTHY GOMEZ

Justamere First To Dance Ayita MXP MJP3 MJPB OFP CGC TKP
Ibizan Hound

Roman

OWNED BY: TERRIANNE BASCH/JOHN BASCH
HANDLED BY: TERRIANNE BASCH

FC RACH Basch's Spanish Fly BN RM4 RAE3 MC AXP AJP XFP ACT2 CGCA TKA

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
Irish Red and White Setter

Innis

HANDLED BY: DIANE WELLING
OWNED BY: DIANE M WELLING/JOHN COTTRILL/RHONDA CORNUM/CHERYL MIKA

CH Munroc Innismore At Shaker Hill AXP AJP
Irish Setter

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

CH PACH2 Redfeathers Raising The Bar MXP9 MXPG MJP10 MJPC PAX2 XFP T2BP2 RATO CGC TKN

Ava

HANDLED BY: WENDY CULBERTSON
OWNED BY: WENDY L CULBERTSON
Irish Water Spaniel

Harp

OWNED BY: SARAH ZUMPF
HANDLED BY: SARAH ZUMPF

CH MACH2 PACH2 Cuardach Music Heard Round The World RN MXS MJG MXP7 MXPS MJP7 MJPG PAX2 XF MFPB TQXP T2B2 T2BP DSA DJ CGC TKN
Irish Wolfhound

CH Howlin's Praline BN RA NAP MJP2 MJPB CGC TKN

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Dauphine

OWNED BY: DAVID BERZINS / RISHA CUPIT-BERZINS /

HANDLED BY: DAVID BERZINS
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Italian Greyhound

Tate

HANDLED BY: JENNIFER GRAVES
OWNED BY: JENNIFER GRAVES/KAREN CHANT

GCH CH MACH4 Diavolino's Il Re Leone RA MXC MJG2 MXP2 MXPB MJP6 MJPS OF CGC
Keeshond

Flirt

HANDLED BY: LAURA INMAN
OWNED BY: LAURA INMAN

CH MACH3 PACH4 Kj's Speed Date BN RA MXC MJC MXP14 MXPB2 MJP14 MJPB2 PAX4 OF T2B BCAT RATO
Kromfohrländer

Rubina

OWNED BY: VIRGINIA HOLST
HANDLED BY: VIRGINIA HOLST

PACH Hoolahop's Rubina MX MXJ MXP4 MXPB MJP5 MJPS PAX NF

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
Kuvasz

Soleil

HANDLED BY: LEANN MILLER
OWNED BY: LEANN MILLER/STEVE MILLER

CH Starhavens Solstice BN RN TD OA AXJ MXP3 MXPB MJP4 MJPB OF MFP T2BP TT TKN
Lagotto Romagnolo
Sicily

HANDLED BY: ALAN HANN
OWNED BY: ALAN HANN

MACH2 Dig'N Sicily Dakota MXS MJG NF T2B
Lakeland Terrier

Phoebe

OWNED BY: LORI NAPOLI
HANDLED BY: LORI NAPOLI

MACH2 Glacieridge Fifty Hot Cross Buns MXG PAD MJG PJD MXP MJP MFB TQX MFP T2B3 SE RATCHX9 CZ8P CGCA TKP

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
Lancashire Heeler

Birdy

OWNED BY: MS. KAREN JO MASON
HANDLED BY: KAREN MASON

PACH Such A Winsome Lass FDC OA AXJ MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX OF XFP T2BP2 TKI

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
Leonberger

Lincoln

HANDLED BY: RUTH ANN VAN NOORT
OWNED BY: RUTH ANN VAN NOORT

GCH CH Brighteye Great Green Navigator VCD1 BN RE AXP OJP BCAT
ACT2 SWN SEA SHDA THDN CGCA CGCU TKI

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Maltese

Luc

HANDLED BY: CHERRY WINDLINGER
OWNED BY: CHERRY WINDLINGER

AGCH MACH20 PACH2 Luckenbach Luc MXG5 PAD MJC5 PJD MXPB MJPB
PAX2 MFG TQX T2B5
Manchester Terrier

Pixel

HANDLED BY: BETH MATHEWS-BRADSHAW
OWNED BY: BETH MATHEWS-BRADSHAW

MACH4 Emily Lucy Von Burg Uda MXB2 MJG2 MXP MJP NF T2B3
Miniature American Shepherd

Loyal

OWNED BY: KYLE MILES/KYLE MILES
HANDLED BY: KYLE MILES

PACH6 Loyal To Kyle RN MXP17 MXPS2 MJP17 MJPG2 PAX6 OFP

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
Miniature Pinscher

Jazz

HANDLED BY: VANESSA MANZI
OWNED BY: VANESSA MANZI/RONALD CANTWELL

MACH9 Shadowpins Jazz Marazz MXB3 MJG3 OF T2B
Miniature Schnauzer

Tammy

OWNED BY: MS. APRIL LYNN JOHNSON-MOZZETTI
HANDLED BY: APRIL JOHNSON-MOZZETTI/BRUCE K MOZZETTI

MACH5 PACH5 Tear Em Up Tammy Trinity MXS2 MJG2 MXP17 MXPS2 MJP21 MJPC2 PAX5 MFG TQX MFP
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

**Mudi**

**Shimmer!**

HANDLED BY: LESLIE KOZLOWSKI
OWNED BY: LESLIE KOZLOWSKI/CELESTE PONGRACZ

MACH2 Gonduzo Alkonyat Karacsonyi Napsugar CD RA MXG MJC OF
Nederlandse Kooikerhondje

Bree

OWNED BY: CHERYL SHORT/SUSANNE MARTIN
HANDLED BY: CHERYL SHORT
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

GCHB CH PACH2 Bree Lynn Van Crystalkooi AX MXJ MXP7 MXPS MJP7 MJPS PAX2 CGC TKN
Norfolk Terrier

Hattie

HANDLED BY: MARIAN SHAW
OWNED BY: MARIAN SHAW D.V.M./MS. LORI A PELLETIER

AGCH PACH6 Avalons Stowaway At Spring Cove RN FDC MX MXB MXJ MXP17 MXPG2 PDSP MJP17 MJPG2 PJSP PAX6 NF MFPG TQXP T2BP4 ME EE CAA RATO
Norwegian Buhund

Sookie

HANDLED BY: DIANE M LANGE
OWNED BY: DIANE LANGE

CH MACH Kyon's Vesle Bon Temps MXS MJC MJP XF
Norwegian Elkhound

Story

OWNED BY: CHRISTINE MAYER/ANDREA SCHOKKER
HANDLED BY: CHRIS MAYER

CH MACH5 PACH3 Highland Storytime CD BN RI MXG2 PAD MJG2 MXP7 MXPG MJP8 MJPG PJDP PAX3 MXF TQX MFPB TQXP T2B3 T2BP
Norwich Terrier

PACH The Outlaw Of Image MX AXJ MXP4 MXPB MJP5 MJPS PAX OFP T2BP SWN SCA SIA SEA SHDA THD RATO CGC

HANDLED BY: BOB HODGE
OWNED BY: ROBERT HODGE/CAROLE HODGE

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retriever

Lizzie

OWNED BY: KIM SIMONS/TERRY SIMONS
HANDLED BY: KIM SIMONS

CH MACH6 Aqueus Forty Whacks CDX RE JH MXB3 MJG3 MXP MJP2 T2B CA TKI
Old English Sheepdog

Fuzzle Wuzzle Ann

OWNED BY: BARBARA DIAZ/MADELINE J ERICKSON
HANDLED BY: BARB DIAZ

CH Haystac's Dreamtyme Rising Star CDX RE NAJ MXP4 MXPB MJP3 MJPB NF MFPC T2BP CGCA
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Papillon

Fortune

OWNED BY: ANDREA SAMUELS
HANDLED BY: ANDREA SAMUELS

GCH CH MACH3 PACH2 Starstruck Predict My Future MXG MJG MXP6 MXPS MJP6 MJPS PAX2
Parson Russell Terrier

Kiwi

OWNED BY: RHONDA J RIGGLE
HANDLED BY: RHONDA RIGGLE

PACH3 Posey Canyon Riggle's Sweet Kiwi MXP9 MXPG MJP11 MJPC PAX3 XFP T2BP CGC TKP
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Pembroke Welsh Corgi

Duchess

OWNED BY: BRIGITTE CAMPANARO/ANTHONY CAMPANARO
HANDLED BY: BRIGITTE CAMPANARO

MACH PACH7 B&T's Duchess Diva RN MXB MJS MXP19 MXPG2 PADP MJP20 MJPC2 PJDP PAX7 OF MFP T2B T2BP CGC TKA
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Petit Basset Griffon Vendeen

C.C.

OWNED BY: MEGAN ESHERICK
HANDLED BY: MEGAN ESHERICK/DAVID ESHERICK

CH PACH Clancy's The Wild N' The Innocent CD BN RAE AX AXJ MXP9 MXPG MJP10 MJPC PAX3 T2BP SWA SHDN PCMH RATN CGCA TKP
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Deena

OWNED BY: DEBRA PEREIRA/PHYLLIS B KROLL
HANDLED BY: DEB PEREIRA

CH MACH4 PACH Black Alder Denali JH MXS2 MJG2 MXP3 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX MXF T2B4
AGCH MACH12 PACH4 Belle Ami FDC MXG3 PDS MJC3 PJS MXP9 MXPG MJP9 MJPG PAX4 MFB TQX MFPB TQXP T2B5 CGC TKA

OWNED BY: NANCY MCDONOUGH
HANDLED BY: NANCY MCDONOUGH
Poodle

Chloe

OWNED BY: MS. LISA G SUTTNER
HANDLED BY: LISA SUTTNER

MACH11 PACH4 Sunday Best Chloe's Got Style MXS3 PAD MJC3 PJD
MXP10 MXPC PADP MJP10 MJPC PJDP PAX4 CA CGC
Portuguese Podengo

Tinkerbell

HANDLED BY: DEBBIE LAJOIE
OWNED BY: DEBBIE LAJOIE

PACH2 Tinkerbell SC MXP6 MXPS MJP7 MJPS PAX2 MFP TQXP CAA DCA T SWN SCA SIA SEA
Portuguese Water Dog

Jackie

OWNED BY: SANDRA MARIE KOTT/KATIE BARRETT-KRAMER
HANLDED BY: SANDY KOTT

GCH CH MACH11 Praia Norte Dakota Dreams Of Hope RI MXC3 PAD MJG4 PJD MXP2 MJP2 MFB TQX T2B4
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

MACH14 PACH5 Tampa Bay Ray Of Hope MXC4 MJB5 MXP13 MXPB2 MJP14 MJPB2 PAX5 NF T2B8 CGC

HANDLED BY: JILL CHODELKA
OWNED BY: JILL CHODELKA
Puli

George

HANDLED BY: ALEXANDRA DAVIS
OWNED BY: ALEXANDRA DAVIS

CH MACH PACH Loakespark Too Hot To Handle MXS MJS MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX XF T2B
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Pumi

Jazz

HANDED BY: NANCY BUNIN
OWNED BY: NANCY BUNIN

Catskill Dongo Darazs Dzsessz Dallam RM MXP MJP MFP TKP
Pyrenean Shepherd

Spurt

OWNED BY: MELINDA GAINES
HANDLED BY: MELINDA GAINES/RANDY GAINES

PACH2 La Brise Pj Spurt N Squirt RN OA OAJ MXP9 MXPG MJP13 MJPB2 PAX2 OF MFPS TQXP T2BP3 THDA CGCA

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
Rhodesian Ridgeback

Victor

HANDLED BY: KAREN MIKULIN
OWNED BY: KAREN L WATSON/KAREN MIKULIN

GCH CH PACH4 Terracotta's Victor Newman MXP13 MXPB2 MJP11 MJPC PAX4 T2BP6 TKI

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
PACH Tagar's Xclusive Blend Of Sugar N Spice MXP5 MXPS MJP4 MJPB PAX XFP T2BP2 CGC TKI

OWNED BY: AMY SHAW
HANDLED BY: AMY SHAW

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Rottweiler

Tayeh
Russell Terrier

PJ

OWNED BY: KATHLEEN POWER
HANDLED BY: KATHY POWER

MACH PACH PJ MXB MJS MXP3 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX OF TKI
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Samoyed

Sparkle

HANDLED BY: DEBBIE SEDER
OWNED BY: DEBBIE SEDER

PACH Wind Chaser's Twilight Sparkle Over Vegas UD BN GN GO RE MXP4 MXPB MJP7 MJPS PAX MFPB BCAT
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Schipperke

Blitzen

OWNED BY: DEBORAH BRUNER
HANDLED BY: DEBORAH BRUNER

GCH CH AGCH PACH4 Willow's Who'll Stop The Rain? RA MXP14 MXPB2 PDSP MJP15 MJPS2 PJSP PAX4 MFPC TQXP T2BP7 BCAT RATO
Scottish Terrier

KissMet

OWNED BY: KELLIE VERRELLI/TIM VERRELLI
HANDLED BY: TIM VERRELLI

MACH2 PACH Paisley Flying Moira MXG MJG MXP3 MXPB MJPB PAX

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
Shetland Sheepdog

Radiance

OWNED BY: PATTI GAGNON
HANDLED BY: PATTI GAGNON

AGCH MACH13 PACH12 Trivia's Forever Your Girl MXS4 MJG4 MXP29 MXPG3 PADP MJP30 MJPC3 PJDP PAX12 MFB TQX MFPB TQXP T2B T2BP3 TKN
Shiba Inu

Mojo

OWNED BY: LIZ DZUBAY/MARY HOLT
HANDLED BY: LIZ DZUBAY

AGCH PACH7 Mojito CD BN RN MX MXJ MXP23 MXPB3 PDSP MJP27 MJPG3 PJDP PAX8 OF MFPG TQXP T2B T2BP9 CA BCAT CGC TKN
Shih Tzu

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Zumi

HANDLED BY: MICKI ROSILES
OWNED BY: MICKELLA ROSILES

AGCH MACH PACH7 Nezumi MXB MJS MXP18 MXPG2 PDCP MJP20 MJPC2 PJCP PAX8 MFB TQX MFPB2 TQXP T2B T2BP6 SWN SCA
PACH2 Antara's Red Skies Of Taino BN RI NA NAJ MXP8 MXPG MJP6 MJPS PAX2 NF MFP TQXP T2BP

Siberian Husky

Jay

OWNED BY: HELEN CHEN-RHODES
HANDLED BY: HELEN CHEN
Silky Terrier

Vinny

OWNED BY: MARGO SAUM
HANDLED BY: MARGO SAUM

Rydn Hi My Lovin Vinnie MX MXJ
Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier

Vida (Veeda)

OWNED BY: DINA MELENDEZ
HANDED BY: DINA M. MELENDEZ

MACH Dunfrae's Live In The Moment MXB MJB NF SWN SCA SIA SBA RATN CGC TKP
Spinone Italiano

Gina

OWNED BY: TIMMARI PUTTI
HANDLED BY: TIMMARI PUTTI

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Hopecreek's La Regina Di Cuori RN MXP2 MXPB MJP2 MJPB NFP
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Stabyhoun Rimke

OWNED BY: ARIANE GOERLICH
HANDLED BY: ARIANE GOERLICH

RACH Rimke Sintsje Van De Waterplaats CD BN RM2 RAE2 FDC AX OAJ MXP AJP OF CAX BCAT ACT1 RATCHX CZ8P DS DJX AJ HDJ CGCA TKE
Staffordshire Bull Terrier

Sarge

HANDLED BY: JILL TICE
OWNED BY: JILL TICE

CH PACH Oakdell Armstrong's Shock And Awe CD RAE MX AXJ MXP5 MXPS MJP6 MJPS PAX MXF T2BP BCAT CGCA
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

**Standard Schnauzer**

**Rubi**

OWNED BY: JUDY SHONBORN
HANDLED BY: JUDY SHONBORN/MIKE SHONBORN(105,621),(890,731)

PACH2 Irondogs Madgic Rubiks Cube CDX NA NAJ MXP8 MXPG MJP10 MJPC PAX3 MFP T2BP CGC
Swedish Vallhund

Gromit

HANDLED BY: SUSAN CLINGENPEEL
OWNED BY: SUSAN CLINGENPEEL D.V.M./MADISON LEROY

CH MACH3 PACH2 Sunfire's Class Act CD RE FDC MXB2 MJC MXP5 MXPS MJP5 MJPS PAX2 OF XFP T2B CGCA TKA
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Tibetan Spaniel

Bugsy

HANDLED BY: DOREEN SHIERS
OWNED BY: DOREEN SHIERS/BARBARA BERG

CH Aki Shima Chicago Gangster CDX MX MXJ MJB
Tibetan Terrier

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Tashi

OWNED BY: HEIDI WANNER
HANDLED BY: HEIDI WANNER/CHARLES SCHUETZE

PACH2 Zin-Pa's Dark Shadow BN RN MXP14 MXPB2 MJP13 MJPB2 PAX4 OFP T2BP2 CGCA CGCU TKA
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Toy Fox Terrier

Oliver

HANDLED BY: DANEEN FOX
OWNED BY: MISS WENDY HOWARD

GCHG CH MACH2 PACH Ultra Quest Go For The Gold RN MXG MJB2 MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX XF T2B3 CA SWA SEM SBE SHDN RATO TKI
Weimaraner

Strider

OWNED BY: SHEILA J COOK
HANDLED BY: SHEILA COOK

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

MACH20 PACH4 Regen's Anduril Forged By Fire CD RE JH MXB6 MJB7 MXP9 MXPG MJP12 MJPC PAX4 MFB TQX T2B8 DJ CGCA TKI
MACH PACH5 Middlebrook Step To The Line With Me MXS MJS MXP20
MXPC2 PADP MJP18 MJPG2 PAX6 OF XFP
Welsh Terrier

Miles

OWNED BY: EMMA KESLER
HANDLED BY: EMMA KESLER

PACH Shaireab's You're Under Arrest MXP3 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX MFPB TQXP T2BP2 RATN CGCA CGCU TKP

“Live life in full extension.”
- my guess of a Miles quote

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog
2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

Wire Fox Terrier

Simon

OWNED BY: VICKI SAULS
HANDLED BY: VICKI SAULS

PACH Jadee King Of Hearts At Thornton'S CD BN RA MXP4 MXPB MJP4 MJPB PAX CA
Wirehaired Vizsla

Blue

OWNED BY: SHANI BREWSTER
HANDLED BY: SHANI BREWSTER

Bird Mtns Fight Fire With Fire AXP MJP OFP DCAT THD CGC
Yorkshire Terrier

2020 Top Breed PACH Dog

General

HANDLED BY: KRISTY LOMAN CHIODO
OWNED BY: KRISTY M. LOMAN CHIODO/JOHN B. LOMAN

MACH6 PACH3 General Robert Lee Loman MXS3 MJS4 MXP13 MXPB2
MJP12 MJPB2 PAX5 XF T2B3 CA
AGCH MACH13 PACH12 Trivia's Forever Your Girl MXS4 MJG4 MXP29 MXPG3 PADP MJP30 MJPC3 PJDP PAX12 MFB TQX MFPB TQXP T2B T2BP3 TKN

OWNED BY: PATTI GAGNON
HANDLED BY: PATTI GAGNON

2020 TOP PACH DOG
Shetland Sheepdog
Radiance

AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB